Color Rearview System
Installation & Operation
Model No. CA 56 ( Camera only )
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Safety Precautions


Read this manual carefully before installation



Connect wires properly according to the connection
drawing



Operate this unit in the proper temperature range
-10° C ~ 60° C



Under low temperature conditions, the picture will be
dark initially, but will resume normal brightness after a
few minutes



Do not open or remove the cover since it may expose
you to high voltage or other hazards



When the engine is turned off do not use the system for
any extended periods of time since this will drain the
battery power



Do not push any objects or spill any liquids on the
product, since this will result in damage
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Features
Camera
The color camera is designed for automotive rear view use
to provide the driver with a view at the rear of the vehicle.
 The camera require 12V DC through power pack
 The camera is automatically turned on when the
monitor is turned on
 The camera utilizes a CCD image sensor having a high
quality picture
 Sun Shield included
 Wide field of view:
112° horizontal 84° vertical 140° diagonal
 Waterproof housing

Features
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Camera Controls

Sunshield ( Includes 2 screws )

1.

2.

3.

Never loosen the screws on the camera or take the
Camera apart. Doing so may reduce water
resistance and lead to malfunction
Never swing the camera by its cable or pull
Strongly on the cable. Doing so can reduce water
Resistance, damage the cable, and impair the
camera performance
Be sure to use sealant, etc., to waterproof the
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Holes used to install the camera mounting on the
car, bolts, and cable holes
4.

Always use the included M4 x 10 pan bolts and
Steel washers to install the camera. Using longer
Bolts will damage the threads

Camera Installation

Mount Sunshield over camera using
the 2 screws provided

Run the cable from the camera unit to the Power Pack
( Switching Box )
Protect the cable by using conduit or running cable inside
the vehicle as much as possible
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Specifications
Camera
Image Device
Effective pixels
Scanning System
Horizontal Res.
Min. Illumination
Field of view
Power Input
Power Consumption
Operating Temp.
Weight

1/4” Interline transfer type Color CCD
270, 000 ( EIA ) pixels
Internal SYNC
330 TV lines
1.5 Lux, F=2.0
140° diagonal
12V DC ± 10 %
120 mA ( Max )
-30°C ~ +60°C
330 g
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Warranty
Home Sentinel warrants this home security product (“The
Product”) to be free from defects in material and workmanship
for a period of one year from the date of purchase. This warranty
does not cover any expenses incurred in the removal and
reinstallation of the product. This warranty is offered to the
original purchaser of the product only.
If the product should prove defective within the warranty period,
return the product postage prepaid to Home Sentinel, along with
your dated sales slip or other proof of purchase which will
establish your eligibility for the warranty. Home Sentinel will at
its option, replace or repair the product free of charge and return
the product to you postage prepaid. This warranty does not apply
to the product which has been damaged, misused, altered or
repaired by anyone other than a Home Sentinel authorized
service facility.
Any implied warranties including fitness for use and
merchantability are limited in duration to the period of the
express warranty set forth above, and no person is authorized to
assume for Home Sentinel any other liability in connection with
the sale of the product. Home Sentinel expressly disclaims
liability for incidental and consequential damages caused by the
product. The remedies provided under this warranty are
exclusive and in lieu of all others.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also
have other rights which vary from state to state or province to
province. Some states/provinces do not allow limitation to how
long warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.
Additionally, some states/provinces do not allow the exclusion of
limitation of consequential or incidental damages, so the above
limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
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Distributed By:
Strategic Vista Corp.
300 Alden Road, Markham
Ontario, Canada L3R 4C1
Tel: (905) 946-8589 Fax: (905) 947-0138
Toll Free: 1-888-425-6739
www.strategicvista.com
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